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Hector Bywater And His Analysis Of Japan’s Ambitions And Their Threat To The West
By
D. Lindstrom
The October 2020 edition of the Fort Stevens Review began the first of a series of articles covering three authors
who, over a forty year period, predicted war between Japan and the United States. The October issue is available on
line. In that issue Homer Lea and his book, The Valor of Ignorance, was discussed. The book was written in 1910, during
the height of the tension between the United States and Japan. Lea reviewed the West Coast’s (California, Oregon, &
Washington) racial discrimination against Japanese immigrants and its effect on the home country. Japan was stirred to
militancy over the situation. Lea went to great lengths to analyze the strength of the Japanese Navy and Army and
declared that in a pitched battle, Japan had the edge. He complained that the United States was delinquent in funding
its armed forces while Japan was building armed forces that, in his opinion, could eventually overwhelm America’s. It
wasn’t that Japan had greater wealth or resources, but the nation’s citizens chose to have a lower standard of living as
compared with that of the United States. Lea predicted that if Japan chose, she could successfully hop across the Pacific
Ocean, occupy strategic islands, created strategically placed naval bases, and land on America’s western shores. He took
great delight in pointing out what he perceived as the weaknesses of American coastal defenses and the inadequacies of
both the American Navy and Army. In subsequent lectures, Lea predicted that war could begin as early as 1915.
This issue, Spring 2021, will cover the second author of the “trilogy,” Hector Bywater. Bywater, a Britisher, was
passionate about gathering as much information as he could about the world’s Navy’s. He understood various
languages, wrote for a spell from the United States, and served in Britain’s secret service. Over time he cultivated
contacts in many nations who provided him with information from private conversations, newspapers, and documents.
He had knowledge of the strength and condition of navy’s from around the world. He could provide tonnage, the
amount of fire power (he loved to write about how many tons of steel one ship could smash the other with), and the
veracity of the various navy’s training.
The third book of this “trilogy,” Attack On America, will be covered in late summer or early fall of 2021. Elements of
this book will seem familiar, as the author draws not only on his imagination, but on ideas from both Homer Lea’s and
Hector Bywater’s books. As with the other two, this author, General Ared White, was attempting to alert America to its
dangerous military situation. This issue will include a short review of the General’s life, as for many years he was the
Adjutant General of the Oregon National Guard.
While long forgotten, Bywater was an important source of information and advice at the Washington Naval
Conference held in Washington DC between November 1921 and February 1922. The conference was attended by the
great Naval powers of the world and was inspired by the growing strength of the Japanese Navy and the handwringing
over her treaty with Great Britain. Its major purpose was to limit that growth and break that treaty. As an aside,
Herbert Yardley, a clever American cryptologist who was in charge of the State Department’s Black Chamber,
successfully broke the Japanese code. As a result, the Americans found out the minimum number of war ships that
Japan would accept, and in the end offered that number. Furthermore, during the conference Great Britain informed
Japan that she would not renew their treaty. Needless to say, the Japanese left the conference frustrated. Actually, no
one was really happy, as representatives of the attending nations agreed to scrap perfectly good ships that were in
excess of those allotted by the various agreements.
Bywater wrote two books. As they complement each other we will count them as one. The first was Sea-Power,
completed in 1921, just months before the Washington Conference. Sea-Power had a format similar to the first half of
Lea’s book, but of course it contained updated information about both the Japanese and American Navies and their
personnel issues. Both authors covered the numbers of vessels, types of vessels, production schedules, and the latest
innovations and improvements in each Navy. Bywater also dwelt on post WWI Japanese developments in air power and
submarine design. Bywater wrote his second book, The Great War, in 1925. It took the form of a novel whose purpose
was to serve as an alarm over some of the outcomes of the Washington Conference.
Even though Bywater covered much of the territory as Lea, Bywater failed to give him any credit for the first half of
his book, which contained a remarkable analysis of Japan’s Navy and Army. Rather, Bywater saved his comments and
criticism for the second part of Lea’s book which was the strategy that Japan could use to take the Philippines, foment a
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Japanese uprising in Hawaii, storm the beaches, and occupy the Pacific Coast. Bywater scoffed at those prospects, but
then he was writing some 15 years later.
While discussing the dangerous tension between Japan and the United States, a major feature of Lea’s book,
Bywater wrote,
“Both in Japan and the United States there appear to exist parties who believe that war is the only solvent
of the differences which have grown up between the two nations during the last twenty years, and a
certain section of the Press in both countries has lately indulged in language suggestive of a common desire
to apply this drastic remedy without further delay.”
For Bywater, 1919 was a game changer, as the newly minted US Pacific Fleet passed through the Panama Canal and
steamed its way to San Francisco. The Japanese took careful note of this development and continued to construct a
Navy capable of insuring Japanese victory; should war become a reality. At the same time Bywater, as Lea, was
concerned about the slower development of the American Navy and its failure to incorporate improved fire control
options and improve the speed in her ships, especially for the light cruisers.
Bywater considered Japan’s lack of natural resources for industrial purposes, the lack of farm land for feeding its
people, and of course, the racial tensions between the two nations. These considerations were creating a dangerous
situation. Should Japan’s militarists become nervous and contemplate aggression, the United States could afford to wait
while Japan couldn’t. A number of Japanese influencers, in his opinion, were leaning toward the old Prussia thinking
which led to Germany’s downfall. “The old cry (of) WORLD POWER OR DOWNFALL (has been) taken up by the
(Japanese) military cast.” Homer Lea identified this trend in his 1910 book The Valor of Ignorance, and Hector Bywater
identified it again in his 1921 book, Sea Power and once more in his 1925 book, The Great Pacific War.
We will now turn most of our attention to Bywater’s second book which harkened back to his 1921 piece, but
updated. It’s really an expansion of the second part of what he started with Sea-Power. While the first book focused on
Japan’s growing Navy and its threat to the West, the second book was a novel showing how a battle between Japan’s
and the United States’ Navies would work out. Just as Lea predicted that war between the United States and Japan
could come as early as 1915, Bywater chose 1931 as the beginning of hostilities. His second book all but said that the
Washington Naval Conference, the conference intended to end tensions between the world’s navies and reduce the
threat of war, was a failure and that Japan would not stand down.
There are those who believe that Admiral Yamamoto, the famous Japanese admiral credited with planning and
carrying out the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, first received the idea from Bywater’s second book. This is not the
case at all. The concept is not even mentioned. The truth of the matter is that in the late 1920’s a group of ten
Japanese strategists met to discuss the use of air power to protect their Pacific islands. As a result, one of the group,
simply known as Kusaka, developed a document outlining how Japanese air power could possibly put Pearl Harbor and
the United States’ Pacific Fleet out of commission. Thirty copies were produced, and it’s unimaginable that Admiral
Yamamoto didn’t read it. Rather, this book, much like Homer Lea’s, detailed how the Japanese Navy could successfully
attack and occupy strategic islands in the Pacific and in the end loose them.
Another claim is that Yamamoto got his ideas and strategies for invading Guam and the Philippines from Bywater.
True, there are similarities, but even before the Russo-Japanese War the Japanese were studying ways to maintain and
enhance their gains in the Pacific. They understood that as Asians they had pricked the Caucasian’s’ pride and that
challenges to their gains were just a matter of time.
As Japanese resolve strengthened, and as they considered ways to get around the restrictions of the Washington
Naval Conference treaties, Bywater echoed and amplified what he was hearing from his Japanese contacts. Now bear in
mind that Japanese Naval personnel were constantly studying the problems they faced in the Western Pacific. There
were committees, groups, war games, and the officer training curriculum centered on the defense of Japanese gains
following the 1895 war with China, the treaty with Great Britain, and their success in the Russo-Japanese War and the
World War I treaty to end all wars. It was an obsession, especially once the Emperor became a dominate force in
Japanese politics and military planning. Considering that Bywater was a brilliant strategist, and as Japanese strategists
studied maps and war game boards displaying both the distance and islands separating Japan from the United States,
it’s only reasonable to assume that ideas overlapped, while not exclusive of each other.
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Throughout The Great Pacific War, Bywater portrays a restless post-World War I Japanese population whose
standard of living had worsened after the war. Their foment was rising against a government ignoring the basic needs of
its people, causing the specter of communism to raise its head. Japanese issues with China came into play. Japan
considered China as hers while continually stirring up dissention amongst the ruling war-lords, thus enabling Japan to
extract Chinese resources for themselves. The trigger was the insistence of the United States that she and other
Caucasian powers also had the right to extract resources from China. In return they wanted to sell industrial
developments to China, albeit, under Caucasian management. Consequently, without too much prodding by the
government, the restless Japanese population was transformed. Angry Japanese who were protesting their government
suddenly became protesters who were angry at the United States. Marchers filled the streets, and war clouds gathered.
Bywater portrays a flurry of notes between the two governments and hurried movements of war ships. Throughout
the story, he specifies the types of ships that were involved, their names, tonnage, and fire power; almost like playing a
war game. He begins war with a spectacular and brazen covert act by Japan. A large Japanese steamer, the Akashi
Maru, arrived at Colon, Panama, near the Atlantic entrance of the Panama Canal. As the steamer passed through the
canal, a terrifying explosion erupted, collapsing both sides of the canal’s cut. (We will revisit this scenario in the third
and final article of this series.) The author insures that nothing is left of either the steamer or of the hapless crew.
Japan was pleading innocence while a United States submarine intercepted a nearby flagged Japanese ship, causing the
Japanese to audaciously claim a violation of one of the treaties that followed the Washington Naval Conference. They
accused the Americans of committing an act of war.
Very quickly, the United States’ overseas possessions came into play and any news from them stopped. A few days
after the canal explosion, word began to filter out from China and Hong Kong that a great sea battle had taken place
near the Philippine Islands. Soon enough, an official Japanese bulletin was issued stating that after a three hour battle
off of the Philippine Islands, the American Asiatic Squadron had been destroyed after a brave fight. Prisoners were
taken.
The Japanese Army began landing on Philippine beaches and moved inland. The author’s forward thinking came
into play, as he credited air power from Japanese aircraft carriers with having a significant role in the Philippine
campaign. Of further interest is his comment that Japanese officers knew the lay of the land and knew the best routes
to take. To the Japanese general staff, the landing areas were an “open book”. In real time, even before World War I
and throughout the 1920’s and 30’s, there were actual complaints from various nations that Japanese were seen
mapping their local terrain.
Bywater makes little commentary on the US Army Coast Artillery, one of our interests here. However, regarding the
best landing beaches, the story portrays the Japanese as knowing exactly where every gun battery was located and
where potential sites for new ones were. He specifies that at no time was a landing contemplated near Manila where
12-inch coastal rifles, mounted on disappearing carriages, were located on nearby Corregidor. When considering their
massive concrete emplacements, the Japanese knew that a naval bombardment was out of the question, while exposing
their transport ships to danger. Additionally, Bywater wrote that across the entrance of Manila bay there were
submarine mines, a critical part of the US Army Coast Artillery’s harbor defense doctrine.
The narrative refers to American airpower, which in the story, the Japanese agents got wrong. They reported fewer
American aircraft than there actually were. This error brought the Japanese a lot of grief as they advanced. Regarding
the US Army, Bywater characterized it as small, including native troops, Philippine scouts, and militia. While detailing
the specific number of guns and batteries surrounding Manila, he discussed the 8-inch railway guns. These weapons
were considered as a good defense against the Japanese Navy’s and Army’s attempt to land north of Manila. In real
time, the Coast Artillery also thought of them as an important asset, but they were in short supply. They will receive
more attention in the next article.
Years before, Homer Lea expressed his belief that harbor defenses, unless they protected a navy base with a strong
fleet designed to prevent ships from landing of enemy troops, and unless they were defended by strong mobile armies,
they would prove inadequate. The fortifications at Manila and Subic Bay could not prevent Japan’s seizure of the islands
if other, necessary elements for their defense were wanting. Lea’s analysis of the situation was that both the Japanese
navy and army had the capacity to take the Philippines as did Hector Bywater.
The brave Philippine and American troops put up a good fight for about eight days. The portrayal of massive
numbers of Japanese troops landing on the Island was reminiscent of what Homer Lea described in his analysis some
fifteen years earlier. Bywater’s story also involved American submarines, then known as S boats, with some success. As
noted earlier, throughout the days of the initial sea and land battles, the Americans at home were puzzled about why
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they weren’t getting any news. Bywater finally revealed that beforehand a flight of Japanese war planes flew over the
Philippine islands and mercilessly bombed all the radio and transmission stations.
Throughout his story, Bywater discussed how the Japanese learned to compensate for their perceived setbacks
caused by the Washington Naval Conference and the resultant treaties. As Lea believed, Bywater also agreed that in the
event of a Pacific Ocean war, Japan was in a favorable position. In real time now, Bywater’s main line of thinking
centered on Article XIX of the Naval Conference’s agreement. It prohibited the British and Americans from establishing
new fortifications in the Pacific. The existing ones, such as Singapore for the British, the Philippines and Hawaii for the
Americans could stand. However, the United States was prohibited from turning Guam into a fortress; a serious
problem in Bywater’s thinking. This left Japan dominant in the Western Pacific. Also, Japan refused to agree to
battleship construction limitations without it. Furthermore, added to this equation was the Japanese protectorate over
the German South Sea Islands, granted to them at the end of World War I by the Treaty of Paris. Technically, the
Japanese were not to fortify these Islands, but everyone was certain they were. Furthermore, the Japanese studied the
type of ships they were allowed to build. They made them faster while arming them up to the treaty limits and then
some.
Consequently, Bywater focused on the lonely island of Guam as a key to retaking the Philippines. This was pivotal in
his thinking. A fortified Guam, in terms of the vast Pacific Ocean, was rather close to the Philippines. From here it would
be far easier to defend the Philippines than not. However, as the fortunes of war go, he saw both the Philippines and
Guam falling into Japan’s hands. Consequently, West of Hawaii, the United States had few options for jumping off
points.
The American possessions of Midway and Wake were useful, but too far away to effectively carry the war to Japan’s
shores. As an alternative, an American expedition, using both islands as anchorages, steamed westward in an attempt
to dislodge the Japanese from several of their possessions close to home. However, these efforts were disastrous. As
these sea battles raged on Bywater brought in the specter of Japanese raids on Alaska, particularly on Dutch Harbor, but
with little success.
Oahu and Pearl Harbor, Hawaii received attention from Bywater. Lea had expressed his concern over Hawaii, in that
a large population of Japanese lived there. He speculated that a number of them were veterans who had fought in the
Russo-Japanese war and on mainland China. He believed it would be easy for them to rise up and take control of the
islands.
Bywater also imagined an insurrection. His was by a group of resident Japanese on Oahu. They surprised a barracks
of unarmed army trainees, broke into their warehouse, and stole the weapons. Communications were cut between the
forts and the hub all Island communications fell into their hands. Consequently it was difficult to coordinate the
movement of the troops as they were scattered about the various forts and installations. Fortunately, Pearl Harbor to
the south, was unaffected. Those in command decided to fire up several of the warships anchored there and bring them
about so they could fire on selected buildings occupied by the insurgents. As things weren’t going very well, and as good
fortune would have it, a ship loaded with lightweight tanks and trained crews tied up at Pearl. They were quickly put
into the fray. Japanese insurgents with rifles were no match for tanks. They surrendered and were sent to work camps.
In reality, before the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor in 1941, similar conversations about internment took place in
Hawaii. Given the population there, organizing camps was deemed unrealistic. When war came, only a handful of
individuals were placed in detention. Alternatively, on that fateful day, the entire state was placed under martial law.
On December 7, 1941 Territory of Hawai`i Governor Poindexter suspended the writ of habeas corpus and transferred his
power and that of the civilian judiciary over to Walter C. Short, Lieutenant General, U.S. Army, Commanding, and the
new Military Governor of Hawai`i. President Roosevelt hurriedly approved Pondexter’s actions. Sometimes a shock,
those summoned to court faced a “judge” dressed in a US Army uniform rather than the customary black robe. While
Poindexter believed that martial law would last only a few months, it lasted nearly three years.
Moving on, Bywater wrote that Initially, the USA lost a number of ships in early battles with the Japanese that
included dangerous submarine warfare against transports. In time, the American Navy recovered its losses to the point
that plans could be made to retake the Philippines and Guam. With Guam temporarily out of the picture as a stepping
stone to the Philippines, American strategists focused on the Japanese fortified Island of Yap. The appearance of the
American fleet was a surprise to the Japanese. Suffice it to say, the Japanese were defeated in a deafening naval battle
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that Bywater described blow by blow…the ultimate war game board. Possession of Yap gave the USA forces the solid
jumping off point they needed to retake the Philippines.
Bywater’s strategy portrayed America as having superior numbers of manpower, resources, and most importantly,
resolve. With the progression of war, Japan was wearing down, her resources were diminishing, and her populace was
wearing out. The nation ask for an armistice. Rather than create conditions for future strife, the United States agreed to
it.
Having taken into account Bywater’s imaginary, but in many ways prophetic war, its time to examine how he
envisioned Japan creating fear among Americans in their homes and neighborhoods. While Bywater wrote that Japan
conducted attacks along the Pacific Coasts of Washington, Oregon, and Washington, he didn’t go as far as Lea. Lea
predicted that Japan’s strategy was to occupy the entire Pacific Coast and defeat the American Navy and Army for that
region. Bywater dismissed this scenario as impossible. However, he did imagine that Japan conducted short term
harassment activities along the Pacific Coast, causing material damage. These incidents occurred a third of the way into
the war.
Bywater’s story envisioned a Japanese submarine laying a mine field off San Diego, California. Shells began
exploding, causing great confusion. In reality, the shells were fired by the I-54, the submarine that laid the mine field. In
rapid succession, a freight train derailed nearby. There was fear that a landing party from the submarine tore up the
track, but locals were certain enemy agents from the area did it. They were right, and the submarine was
communicating with them. Afterwards, the I-54 conducted a raid off of the Golden Gate, sinking four ships without any
interference. Interestingly enough, the captain was able to calculate the arrival time of the defenders and left before
they arrived.
Several days after the Golden Gate attack, the I-54 took a northerly course toward the Columbia River. She sunk
two ships, while shelling Aberdeen and South Bend, WA. These daring attacks set the whole “Pacific slope” in an uproar.
Wild rumors were published declaring that a flotilla of gigantic submarines were on their way to “lay waste the entire
coastline.” Local officials demanded that warships be permanently stationed at their ports…but the Navy had no ships
to send.
The Army sent aircraft to Oregon and Washington, but left California without aircover. The Japanese were especially
happy with this and bombed San Francisco. In the aftermath, it was evident that the wide spread damage over the city
could not be attributed to a lone submarine. The American War Department sent aircraft down from Washington and
Oregon to search for what they thought were submarines. Authorities could not determine where the aircraft either
came from or where they went. The generally accepted conclusion was that they came from the sea…and back again?
A few thought they came from a secret base in British Columbia, Canada.
After of the war, the truth came out: The Hakata, originally a large, fast passenger steamer was elaborately
disguised as a British freighter. She was fitted out as an auxiliary aircraft carrier with stowage capacity below decks for
twenty, large seaplanes with folded wings. They carried a half a ton of bombs. The Hakata was armed with four 6-inch
guns concealed behind dummy deck houses. She set sail from Jaluit, an atoll in the Marshall Islands, in the company of
an oiler. Amazingly, this small flotilla made no contact with other ships until it approached Hawaii. When passing by, a
real British ship appeared. She signaled, but the fake ones did not return the favor and scurried off.
As the Hakata crept within 200 miles off of the USA coast, the two ships separated without being detected or
challenged. The Hakata swung south while the oiler swung north, as if headed to British Columbia. The Hakata was
spotted off of the Bay City by a Navy patrol, but she provided satisfactory identification signals. When ready, the
seaplanes were brought up from their holds, wings unfolded, and bombs loaded. Then aircraft were lowered into the
water for take-off. While planes made their bombing run over San Francisco, the Hakata anxiously stood by waiting for
their return. With two losses, eighteen returned. As the Hakata sped off, a Coast Guard ship, normally from Port
Townsend, Washington, spotted her with a searchlight beam and fired a shot, but they didn’t pursue it. After another
brush with discovery, both the ships arrived safely in Yokosuka, Japan I-54 was less fortunate. As she broke the surface
off Cape Flattery she was seen by several steamers. Bywater wrote that this was a foil to take the heat off the retreating
Hakata. Two destroyers were already headed through the Strait of Juan Fuca to reinforce the coast patrols. They
quickly calculated the position of the sub and sped off. Upon arrival, the sub was holding up a large steamer, the West
Jappa, at gun point. The small aircraft aboard the sub was out of action and was unable to provide improved eyes for
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the commander. As it was, the steamer’s superstructure hid from the submarine the approaching destroyers. The sub
fired several torpedoes into the West Jappa before submerging. Soon enough, the destroyers arrived and they dropped
numerous depth charges. Though no direct hits were claimed, it was certain that a fatal injury occurred to the
submarine… The I-54 was never seen again by friend or foe.
The Japanese press rolled out highly colored stories about the attacks along the American Pacific Coast, but when
measured by military results, it was questionable if these expeditions were worth the effort and cost. Their purpose was
to terrorize the inhabitants of the “Pacific Slope,” compel naval authorities to modify their plans in deference to popular
agitation, and send ships that were badly needed elsewhere. Eventually 12 destroyers were sent to the Pacific Coast
from Hawaii. The War Department was induced to send two batteries of railroad artillery, operated by the Coast
Artillery Corps, to the Los Angeles area. These were “7-inch
high-velocity pieces –a wide range of action.” Two large naval
dirigibles and a few Army Corps aircraft. Plus, anti-aircraft
batteries were installed at the larger coastal cities.
With so many assets sent to the Pacific Coast, the
Japanese could claim some victory, but with no possibility of
repeating their stunt. The American public was in an uproar
that Japan could have done their deed in the first place…not
since the Civil War had the US government faced such
criticism. Bywater wrote that these coastal attacks spurred
the USA government into building more ships needed to
7-inch railway gun on display in Brazil, purchased from the
defeat Japan and cemented American resolve to defeat
USA in 1942. (Bethlehem 144. JPG, Wikimedia Commons)
Japan.
A summary of what really happened along the Pacific Coast during World War II may prove interesting and perhaps
even mystifying. After the war, the US Army’s G-2 agency recounted what they knew. Japan’s failed mission to occupy
Midway, combined with her dismal achievements in Alaska, and the failure to quickly capitalize on the United States’
weaknesses were all factors in limiting their submarine attacks along the Pacific Coast and preventing commando type
raids. Even so, “records compiled during the war contain a mass of reported submarine sightings, torpedo attacks and
possible plane sightings. In the main, these reports failed to stand up under investigation, being founded on inexpert
observation, imagination, or mistaken identity.” None of these reports were made public.
What follows is a list of verified incidences along the Pacific Coast that occurred between Pearl Harbor on December
7, 1941 and October 1942. During this period, up to five or six Japanese submarines patrolled the Pacific Coast. Over
the years different ones have drawn up similar lists, but in case you haven’t seen one, it may prove interesting. This list
covers Japanese attacks on shipping, submarine coastal shelling’s, and a strange incident over Los Angeles.
Japanese submarine attacks on shipping along the Pacific Coast:
Ship
Location of Attack

Date of Attack

(1) SS Samoa, Cargo Ship
60 miles NNW of Eureka, CA
December 18, 1941
The attacking submarine was sighted on the surface… Surface swells…diverted a torpedo.
The Master stopped the vessel, blacked it out and it was not further attacked.
(2) SS Agwiworld, Richfield Oil Tanker
8 miles off Santa Cruz, CA
The submarine surfaced, firing its 5.5 inch deck gun. Eight rounds were fired, no hits.

December 20, 1941

(3) SS Emidio, Tanker
10 miles north of Cape Mendocino, CA December 20, 1941
Attacked by a submarine’s deck gun and a torpedo. Five crewmembers were lost. The wreck
slowly drifted to the vicinity of Crescent City.
(4) SS H.M Storey, Standard Oil Tanker
Off Santa Barbara, CA
Attacking submarine fired two torpedoes, both missed.

December 23, 1941
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(5) SS Larry Doheny, Richfield Oil Tanker
Piedras Blancas, CA
Attacking submarine fired four shells, fire started, escaped.

December 23, 1941

(6) SS Montebello, Union Oil Tanker Piedras Blancas, CA
Torpedoed and sunk without loss of life.

December 23, 1941

(7) SS Dorothy Phillips, Cargo Ship NW Point Sur, CA
Shelled, rudder damaged, ran aground, repaired.

December 23, 1941

(8) SS Barbara C., Cargo Ship
Between White Point & Point Fermin, CA
Reported an explosion astern, no damage.

December 24, 1941

(9) SS Absaroka, Lumber Carrier
Pt. Fermin, Beached at Ft. MacArthur, CA
Submarine with false fishing boat superstructure fired a torpedo,
hitting the ship, and killed one man.

December 24, 1941

(10) SS Coast Trader, Cargo Ship
Cape Flattery, WA
Ship sank after internal explosion, crew declared they saw a submarine
but some doubt about a torpedo. One killed, two injured.

June 7, 1942

(11) SS Fort Camosun, Freighter
60 mi. NW of Grays Harbor, WA
While torpedoed, remained afloat due to a cargo of lumber, towed to
Esquimalt, BC. Lived another day.

June, 20, 1942

(12) SS Camden, Shell Oil Tanker
Cape Blanco, OR
Reported two torpedoes fired at the ship, no damage.

June 23, 1942

(13) SS Camden, Shell Oil Tanker
California/Oregon State Line
Ship survived a torpedo attack that killed one man. Later, while under tow to Seattle,
the SS Camden sank somewhere off the mouth of Willapa Bay, Oregon.

October 4, 1942

(14) SS Larry Doheny, Richfield
Tanker
–Cape Sebastian, OR
–October 6, 1942
–One of three torpedoes fired
hit the tanker causing it to sink.
Six crew members lost.

SS Camden under tow after being torpedoed at the California/Oregon
border. While the destination was Seattle, she sunk near the mouth of
Willapa Bay, Oregon which was just North of the Harbor Defenses of the
Columbia. (Naval History and Heritage Command, history.navy.mil)

(15) SS Victor H. Kelley,
–150 miles NW of San Francisco
–October 10, 1942
–Suffered two attacks on the
same day. Both times torpedo
wakes were spotted.

With the exception of the
SS Victor H. Kelley, the ships
listed can easily be found on the
internet. The articles are often rich with additional details and history. In a few instances, the Army G-2 information
differs slightly from the internet articles, but not enough to cast any doubt on the basic details.
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We will now turn to the stories of three documented submarine shelling’s along the Pacific Coast. The first occurred
on February 23, 1942 off the coast of Southern California. On June 20, 1942 the second incident found the Estevan
lighthouse on Vancouver Island, British Columbia under fire. The third, and final incident, was the attack on Fort
Stevens, occurring on June 21, 1942, just one day after the attack on the light house. These three stories have been told
and retold many times, so in this space we’ll try to stay with the essential details. As with the ships, internet also
contains references and information concerning these events. While there isn’t always agreement on some of the
details, the essence of the stories remain intact.
On Friday evening, February 23, 1942 a Japanese submarine attacked the Ellwood oil field near Goleta, California;
the same evening the President Roosevelt was scheduled to give one of his famous fireside chats. The submarine
surfaced in the Santa Barbara Channel about one-half mile off shore and fired away with its 5.5 inch deck gun. Some
twenty-five shells were fired with one hitting a derrick, damaging some pumping equipment. An interesting note is that
American authorities estimated that twenty percent of the shells were duds. Within an hour of the attack, people in
nearby homes reported seeing three flares above the Channel, some twenty-five miles to the south, and signal lights at
the south end of the channel. There was concern about prior communication with the enemy submarine, as just the day
before an artillery battery had been moved from the very area the submarine shelled.
Of course, on the day after the attack Japanese news sources glorified the whole thing. One crewman was quoted:
“With the raid being timed at night, he said the illumination of the town of Santa Barbara and the twinkling of beacon
lights on oil storage tanks and derricks were clearly visible. Along the coast highway speeding cars threw a glare of
headlights into the night and the entire coastal area presented a peaceful and wholly unwarlike scene…” American
authorities speculated that rough seas caused the submarine to rock, preventing the gunners from being more accurate.
Due to their shape, this was not an uncommon problem when any submarine fired at greater distances.
The next shelling of the Pacific Coast occurred on June 20, 1942 off the coast of Vancouver Island, British Columbia,
Canada. This time, the target was the Estevan lighthouse. A large Japanese submarine was involved, similar to the one
that shelled the oilfield. These vessels had the capacity to sail from Japan, conduct an enforcement, and return to Japan.
As with most Japanese submarines that approached the Pacific Coast, this one had a seaplane aboard stored in a
forward, waterproof hatch. For launching, the plane’s fuselage was pulled out of the hatch, then the wings were
attached. The small float plane had a crew of two, and when aboard, it was catapulted off the deck. However, for this
attack it was not used.
The lighthouse attack was a prolonged affair, lasting forty-five minutes as twenty-five to thirty 5.5 inch rounds were
hurled ashore. The seas were choppy with a fairly strong NW wind. Within minutes the lighthouse keeper extinguished
the lights. He reported that the first salvo “crashed in front of the light.” The second one “crashed 500 yards in front of
the light in a straight line. “With terrific force they shook the lighthouse.” Stones were flying as well as broken rock,
pieces of timber, and so on. Soon one salvo was sent over the light house. Said the lightkeeper, “(It) Made a terrible
racket like freight trains passing over a bridge. A shell band broke, making a horrible noise.” The following shells
seemed more random and landed some quarter mile away. One oddity about the incident was a white light that
approached the submarine. By this time villagers were outside, and the lightkeeper didn’t mention the white light,
thinking it might be a landing party or demolition squad. As it was, these poor folks were frightened beyond belief.
The next day military authorities arrived and questioned the Indians, who lived nearby. They reported counting
nineteen shots as they were jumping into their boats to escape to a near-by boat basin. When starting out, they also
saw a dim, white light, “as if on a boat heading east from Estevan and shortly after, reverse its course and head for the
source of the shots.” (I’ll leave it to you, dear reader to conjecture about that one.)
The third Japanese submarine attack occurred the very next night, Sunday night, the longest day of the year. This
was the famous attack on Fort Stevens, Oregon located on the south side of the mouth of the Columbia River. Everyone
likes to say this was the first enemy attack on an American fortification since the War of 1812. Unfortunately for the
curious, official accounts of this incident are brief, like being squeezed into three sentences. Of the three incidents, the
least, official information was handed out for this one. It has been a real chore to dig out the details of this attack.
Basically, officials said the submarine was some 20,000 yards off shore (wrong), fired some six to nine rounds (wrong),
no damage (correct), and happily sailed into the night (wrong). The bad news was that the War Department and Army
were just getting underway with updating the coastal forts that surrounded American shores. The good news was that
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these incidents, especially the attack on Fort Stevens, speeded up the modernization project…finished just in time to
witness Japan’s demise and surrender.
A strange, recorded incident occurred on February 25, 1942 just two days after the shelling of the Ellwood oil field.
If will recall, Bywater wrote in his novel that Japanese seaplanes, carried across the Pacific in a Q-ship made to look like a
British freighter, terrorized San Francisco one night. In reality, on the 25th, it was Los Angeles that was terrorized. The
Army G-2 report states that no satisfactory answer was ever given for what happened. Following their narrative,
between 3:00 AM and 4:00 AM 1,430 rounds of antiaircraft ammunition were fired in and around the city by the 37th
Coast Artillery Brigade. Some reports said that possibly the action was brought about by friendly aircraft, or perhaps by
a seaplane carried aboard a Japanese submarine. The entire coastline was already jittery from ten months of shelling’s
and shipping attacks.
The lack of a suitable explanation made the situation even more alarming. While the Navy downplayed the
situation, Secretary of War Stimson muddied the waters by saying that as many as fifteen planes may have been
involved. He went on to say they were flying very slow, at 200 miles per hour at elevations from 9,000 to 10,000 feet.
Neither the source of Stimson’s comments is known, nor why he contradicted the Navy. As late as 6:00 AM that
morning, military and civilian agencies were flooded with calls reporting flares on the beaches and even several miles
inland. After the war, opinion about the cause coalesced around a Coast Artillery Corps statement that at the time of
the antiaircraft firing they had sent up weather balloons. They gathered weather data needed for fire control. This
explanation fails to explain how Coast Artillery gunners, needing weather info, did not know about the weather
balloons. There was always, or should have been, communication between the gun batteries and other Coast Artillery
elements and commands.
Over the February 2021 anniversary of this event, a few articles appeared on internet and the press about the
incident. They referred to the event as the Battle of Los Angeles, and subscribed to the weather balloon theory. The
tragic thing is that five people lost their lives.
Several other Japanese incursions into the Pacific Coast occurred on September 9 and 29, 1942. For the first run,
during the early morning hours, a seaplane was catapulted off the front deck of its mother submarine. The pilot’s
mission was to fly inland near Brookings, Oregon which lies close to the Oregon and California boarder, and drop an
incendiary bomb on the dry forest. The hope was to start a gigantic forest fire, destroying much needed resources. As
luck would have it, the night before the mission, the rain arrived to dampen the forest. Observers soon spotted the
smoldering fire and were able to put it out before anything worse happened. The submarine behind this effort was the
same one the shelled Fort Stevens some four months beforehand. On September 29, the same submarine and pilot
tried the same thing, in the same general area. Nothing came of it, and the coast watchers didn’t notice it. if a fire
started, it simply sputtered out.
To conclude, from his contacts in Japan and elsewhere, did Hector Bywater really learn something about Japan’s
actual, future plans? Did he really influence Japanese thinking? We will never know, as in 1940 he died suddenly at the
age of fifty-five. While a postmortem suggested death was due to heart failure from over use of alcohol, others thought
he was poisoned. Some two and a half weeks before Bywater’s death, his main Japanese informant, Melville Cox, was,
“either pushed or driven to leap from the third-floor window of police headquarters in Tokyo.”
UPDATE ON CURRENT CHINESE THREATS IN THE PACIFIC:
In real time, on Tuesday, March 9, 2021, US Navy Admiral Philip Davidson Commander of the US Indo-Pacific
Command, asked the US Senate Armed Services Committee, to install a new missel defense system at Guam. He
declared the island needs to be protected from China’s
“Growing ability to threaten (this) important territory…Guam is a target today, it needs to be defended and it
needs to be prepared for the threats that will come in the future. Guam is not just a place that we believe we
can fight from, as we have for many decades…we are going to have to fight for it.”
Davidson drew attention to a recent Chinese propaganda video that used a scene from a Hollywood film showing an
H-6 bomber striking Anderson Air Force Base on Guam. He said it reveals China’s strategic thinking. As it is, Davidson
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told the Senators that the current defensive system on Guam does not afford protection for the territory. He was
advocating for a new system that would bring about more powerful missiles.
Davidson added that America has “to demonstrate that any threat it (China) might put forth toward Guam would
come at cost.”
Overall, Davidson delivered to Congress a $27.3 billion request for extra funding through 2027. China’s military
advances are getting close to overmatching that of the USA. China, he said, could make a move this decade. Senator
Roger Wicker, of Mississippi, stated that in 2025 China is expected to have three aircraft carriers in the Pacific compared
to the USA’s one.
So there we have it, over one hundred years later, the United States still needs to consider the future of Guam as a
key part of its defense. It will be interesting to see if the lawmakers are willing to take Davison’s advice in spite of
potential protests from China. (businessinsider.com, March 10, 2021: American Military News: William Cole, Honolulu
Star-Adviser.)
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The Journey of the Fort Stevens Chapel
By Laura Neal

Religious freedom and the United States Army share a long, intertwined history. General George
Washington was the first to proclaim that all of his soldiers in the Continental Army should be granted access
to an ordained chaplain. Since his proclamation, spiritual support has been seen as a crucial part of building
the foundation of a successful soldier.
As the United States Army evolved and installed more permanent forts across the country with soldiers
stationed at a fixed location, the need arose for a structure for the Army chaplains to hold religious services,
and for the soldiers to acquire a sense of normalcy and familiarity.
The idea to install chapels at every fort was not financially supported until World War II. In 1941
President Roosevelt approved a plan to construct over 600 Army chapels across the United States. Each chapel
would remain nameless to avoid affiliation with one religion over another. The purpose of these chapels was
to serve as a space where any religion could be practiced to satisfy the spiritual needs of any soldier.
At this time during World War II, buildings
were being constructed at forts using basic
The chapel at Fort Stevens,
materials with the idea that it was a temporary
1942
Photograph from Fort Stevens
structure. The chapel at Fort Stevens was
State Park archives
completed on October 14th, 1941 with the final
cost totaling $22,484.00.
The rapid advancement of military
technology led to there no longer being a need
for stationary guns with a range being vastly
outpaced by those on warships and submarines.
In 1947 the Harbor Defenses of the Columbia was
among those placed on the surplus list by the War
Department Seacoast Defense Armament Board.
It was determined that if needed, a mobile
armament would suffice in the defense of the Harbor meaning Fort Stevens would not be manned as an active
fort again. All surplus property was to be disposed of or sold.
Many buildings from the fort quickly found new homes elsewhere. The chapel, having just been
completed a few years earlier, was quite the prize for a small parish. Many churches placed a bid, but the
building eventually was sold to St Wenceslaus Catholic Church located down the river from Fort Stevens in
Scappoose, Oregon. At the time Scappoose was a growing town, and the parish found themselves needing a
larger building to support their increasing population. The chapel then went on a rather interesting journey.
Scappoose is located approximately 80 miles down the Columbia River from Fort Stevens so it only
made sense to utilize the water for transportation. The Army cut the building into 2 pieces for the trip and
loaded it onto a barge. The barge carried the building most of the way. Each piece was then offloaded onto a
truck to be transported the remaining few miles via land.
Once the pieces of the chapel arrived at Scappoose, the parishioners went to work to reassemble and
remodel the building to suit their needs. They enlarged the structure and added a brick exterior so that the
building would last longer than its original materials intended. The hard work put in by parish volunteers paid
off. The building is one of very few from Fort Stevens that is still around today being utilized and cared for.
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Above: The chapel in two pieces being
transported on a barge
Right: A truck transporting the pieces of
the chapel
Photographs from St. Wenceslaus
Catholic Church
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Left: The chapel at Fort Stevens circa 1942
Photos from the Fort Stevens State Park archives
Right: The chapel as it is today in Scappoose,
Oregon
Photos from St. Wenceslaus Catholic Church
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